This paper proposes a new architecture for web-based virtual laboratory with CORBA technology. In the architecture, the Java Applet acts as the client tool and CORBA acts as the communication bridge between different objects. The integration of JavaBean, Matlab and COM/ DCOM is implemented as computing tools on the server side. By using the architecture, the efficiency of developing virtual laboratories can be improved remarkably. This paper also introduces the implementation of virtual laboratory for communication principle based on the architecture. In the virtual laboratory, the instruments are developed as components which improves the development efficiency and reuse of the components. Matlab is also used for computing in the server, which enhances the simulation capability.
Introduction
With the rapid development of the Internet, modern long-distance education as a new education mode has become an important area for discussion. Virtual Laboratory (VL) based on the Internet is a key to improving the quality of distance education since experiments are essential for most engineering and application courses. But for the most current virtual laboratories, there are some disadvantages. For example, they are only suitable for certain kind of courses and may not be flexible if they are modified to meet the needs of the other courses as substantial workload has to be carried out to reform the system. Considering the dynamic changes, we design a new architecture for web-based virtual laboratory with CORBA technology which can integrate third party software such as that developed with Java, C++, etc. The architecture has the following features: it has expansion capability, independence of platform, and software reuse. With these characteristics, we can construct various kinds of Virtual Labs using our technology.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section. 2, we introduce related researches. Section 3 describes the design of the system architecture. Section 4 deals with the implementation of the system for both client and server. Section 5 gives an example and we conclude the paper in Section 6.
Related Research
VL can be classified into two categories according to its realization technologies. The former is developed by using pure software while the latter is developed using a combination of software and hardware. The former mostly adopts popular WWW technologies including HTML, CGI, Java, Applet, Java Servlet and so forth. Reference [1] discussed the design and development of a virtual biology lab, of which most components including all the virtual experiments are implemented as Java Beans. Extensible Markup Language (XML) is used for applications and data descriptions. Reference [5] introduced a VL platform based on the Internet, which is developed with a pure Java language. It uses Java Applet on the client side, and the experiment components are implemented as Java Beans. In the VL, users can design and run their experimental flows according to their requirements. Reference [6] proposed a design of virtual programming lab for online distance learning. It uses HTML and Java Applet on the client side, and CGI and Java Servlet on server side. Before running an experiment, users need to write their program codes in the client, then the client sends the codes to the server. After receiving the request, the server invokes the corresponding language compiler and returns the results to the client. Reference [7] described an internet-based computer laboratory for DSP courses, in which all the programs are implemented as stand-alone Java Applets. Most of the experiments in the VL use the Java Digital Signal Processing (J-DSP) Editor, which allows users to design and simulate a large variety of systems.
Reference [2] presents a virtual network laboratory for learning IP network, in which one Ethernet Switch and many personal computers running on Linux operation system act as simulation equipment in the server. Users input Linux network commands by using the Web which then receive output from the server. A VL for the disabled is introduced in Ref. [4] . The laboratory adopts Macromedia Company's Authorware to design the user interface thus making the interface more lively. Their design uses LabView platform to carry out the simulations. A realization scheme of VL given in Ref. [3] applies WWW technologies including HTML, CGI, Java and LabView platform to provide usage for real equipment with standard interface. A web-based distributed virtual educational laboratory discussed in Ref. [8] allows components of the server side to be distributed in different host computers. Service components of the VL are developed with LabView platform.
Among these VL systems mentioned above, they can all only transfer information among the same type of objects. They failed to realize the communication mechanism among the heterogeneous types of objects. In addition, integration of the existing virtual simulation systems is not possible. For overcoming the drawbacks, we thus propose a new architecture for web-based VL in order to improve the system development efficiency.
The Architecture of a System
The Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) allows distributed applications to interoperate with each other, regardless of what language/tools they are used for the implementation where these applications reside. The Object Request Broker (ORB) in Figure 1 connects a client application with the objects whenever necessary. The communication is transparent. The client program does not need to know whether the detail implementation of the internal object with respect to the object locations (either local or remote). In the system, the client program only needs to know the object's name and how to invoke the object's interface. The ORB takes care of the details of locating the objects, routing the request, and returning the results. The interface is defined with the Interface Definition Language (IDL). IDL is a descriptive language used to describe the interfaces implemented by the remote objects. Within IDL, we can define the name of the interface, the names of each of the attributes and methods, etc. Thus CORBA technology is used to implement the VL system.
Development efficiency and components reuse are key issues during the development of our VL. Matlab is a high-powered software for science and engineering computation, which provides us with powerful numerical computing capability and many simulation tool packets. By using Matlab, we can implement system modeling and simulation in multi-domain. With the integration of Matlab, VL system's development process and simulating capability can be greatly improved or speeded up.
The system requires interoperation among Java, Matlab and C++ objects. Therefore we choose CORBA as the right developing tool. The architecture of a VL falls into two parts: client and server sides. Clients are Java Applets embedded in browsers, which enables the clients with the independence of platform and security, and so on. The server mainly contains: CORBA server components written by using Matlab computing engine; Matlab DLL; COM/ DCOM components supplied by the third part; Java Bean components. The architecture of web-based VL is proposed in Figure 1 [9] .
Users can connect Web Server through browsers. After entering a VL, browsers automatically download applets from server to clients. Then the applets will run on Java Virtual Machine (JVM). Through client's ORB and server is ORB, clients can connect and access the server. 
Implementing the System

IDL interface definition
Clients and server use the same IDL interface: CommPrinciple.idl. The IDL file describes the interfaces implemented by the remote objects. Once the IDL file is created, one can use an IDL compiler to generate the client stub code and the server skeleton code. In clients, idl2java compiler generates client's stub code by compiling CommPrinciple.idl. The stub code which implements the methods definition according to CommPrinciple.idl will be used to resolve long-distance CORBA objects by clients. On the server side, idl2cpp compiler generates skeleton code by compiling CommPrinciple.idl. The skeleton code will be used to transfer clients' service requests. When a client makes a request, the client's ORB locates the object implementation, activates the object if necessary, delivers the request to the object, and returns the response to the client. The client is unaware if the object is on the same machine or across a network. A client program uses a remote object by obtaining a reference to the object. Object references are usually obtained using Naming Service. Then the object's reference will be passed to stub code. With the help of stub code and ORB, the client can transfer the request to the skeleton code, then to the target service object. The compiling process of CommPrinciple.idl is proposed in Figure 2 . 
Designing the server
The server side mainly includes the entry of a main program, the implementation of objects' methods, and the activation of the Matlab engine. The main program is responsible for initializing ORB, setting up Portable Object Adapter (POA) to manage service objects, then creating service objects based on the CommPrinciple.idl file, waiting to receive requests. The implementation of objects' methods is written in C++. Two methods can be used to invoke Matlab. The first one is to invoke Matlab engine. In this way, Matlab, which acts as a service process, provides clients with a group of engine functions. With the help of these functions, clients can communicate with Matlab engine conveniently. The method provides programmers with programming simplicity. However, the system cannot run without Matlab runtime environment, and server cannot provide clients with frequent visit. The second method is to invoke DLLs. With the compile tools provided by Matlab, the "M" files can be transformed into DLLs. In this way, the advantages of Matlab and C++ can be developed well including powerful computing capability and rapid executing speed. But the program developed in this way is hard to be modified and debugged, and the codes converted from "M" files are difficult to understand for programmers. Thus we choose one of these two methods or both to develop our server program according to the actual applications. 
Designing the client
The client side mainly includes the implementation of Java Applet and experiment components. The applet mainly answers for the implementation of the main interface. A component is written as Java Bean, which is in charge of obtaining and invoking a service object. The main interface mainly includes: menu bar, tool bar, attribute editor for components, experiment operating window and equipment bar, and so on. The equipment bar provides all the system components. By using it, the user can select the required component. Then drag and drop the component to experiment operating window. The user needs to link the selected components in order to assemble an experiment flow. Finally, the user can run his experiment by dropping the running button. The process of simulation is proposed in Figure 3 . A Java Bean obtains service objects by using Naming Service. The server invokes the "bind" method of a Naming Context object in order to not only publicize the object but also provide the object self and its name framework. By invoking the "resolve" method of the very Naming Context object, the client can discover the object. 
Implementation of the system
As illustrated in Figure 4 , the VL system falls into two parts: the client and server. They both compile the same IDL file: CommPrinciple.idl. Then clients will generate the stub code while server will generate the skeleton code. Based on the skeleton code, Server will implement the methods defined in the CommPrinciple.idl file and then publicize service objects through Naming Service. Based on the stub code, clients can activate the methods of service objects with the help of Naming Service, client ORB, and server ORB.
As a result of the restriction of "Sand-Box" in almost all browsers, the Java Applet cannot access the other servers besides the Web server. Without the help of the IIOP agent the Java Applet cannot communicate with the CORBA server except that CORBA server and Web server reside in the same machine. In our system, we use VisiBroker as CORBA server, which provides Gatekeeper as an IIOP agent. Clients' requests are sent to Gatekeeper at first. Then Gatekeeper transmits the requests to the server. The answers are also sent back the other way round.
Implementation of the Main Modules in the System
According to Figure 3 , several main classes comprise the entire system: DesignPane class, ComponentList class, ComponentCarrier class, ParameterEditor class, RunPane class, DisplayPane class, etc. Among them, RunPane class is the key class of the system. Two important modules are also included in the system: the first module by which users can submit their algorithms to the system; the other module by which clients can invoke the Matlab.
Design of the RunPane class
In the RunPane class, we adopt the Java Reflection technology. Using reflection technology, the system can accomplish objects' dynamic load and creation. At the same time, the system can invoke the object's method and set the object's properties according to the object's method name and property name. In this way, users can interact with component objects during the running time. Because of the difference among different kinds of courses, the design of RunPane class is different. In this paper, a virtual laboratory for "digital communication principle" is described for building a virtual laboratory for some courses.
Design of users' algorithm submitting module
This module accomplishes users' algorithm submission. If users only develop their algorithm components according to the development rule of Java Bean and conform with the system's interface requirement of Java Bean, users can add their new algorithm component to the system in order to finish their own experiments with the help of the other components in the system.
The process of algorithm submission is proposed in Figure 5 . After the users choose the Java Bean path that needs to be loaded, URLClassLoader object loads the class code automatically. Then Introspector object analyses the Java Bean, and return a BeanInfo object that contains the properties and methods description of the Java Bean. The BeanInfo object sends the Java Bean's information to RegisteredClassPane object. Then the RegisteredClassPane object adds the new algorithm component to the system.
As mentioned above, only the users can use their own algorithm component in the system, but other applications cannot use it. To overcome the drawback, the system provides a second way to submit the new algorithm components. At first, users submit their components to the web server through the internet then the system administrator checks their legality and safeness. Only the components up to standard can be added to the system such that all the users can use them eventually. 
Design of invoking Matlab module
We use SUN Corp's VisiBroker as CORBA server. At first, we define the interface using IDL. Then server invokes "bind" method to publicize the service objects, and clients invoke "resolve" method to find the service objects. Finally, we develop Java client's program based on the IDL interface, and develop c++ server's program based on the same IDL interface. A demo is given to illustrate the development process.
//IDL interface interface Demo{string operate(in string inData);};
On the server side, the main program is responsible for initializing ORB and creating Demo service object "DemoImpl". The main code is showed as follows: orb = CORBA::ORB_init(argc, argv); rootContext = CosNaming::NamingContext::_narrow(orb>resolve_initial_references("Name Service")); rootContext->rebind(name, reference);
The "DemoImpl" object is developed with C++. Another concrete example will be given in the paper, so we omit the code here.
As a Java Bean, "Demo.java" use the followed code to look up objects and invoke methods. orb = org.omg.CORBA.ORB.init(args,null); …… Object = ((NamingContext)root).resolve(root.to_name(" Demo")); Demo manager = DemoHelper.narrow(Object); result = manager.operate(inData);
A Virtual Lab for Digital Communication Principle
The filtering experiment of digital communication principle can illustrate the development process of the system. The filtering experiment needs signal generator, signal adder, filter, and oscilloscope. The signal generator, signal adder, and oscilloscope are implemented as Java Beans, while the filter need to invoke the Matlab function "lowFilter()", which has been compiled in Matlab engine.
In the CommPrinciple.idl file, the filter's interface has been defined, which has two methods: lowFilter and heightFilter. In the server, the main program is responsible for initializing ORB which is showed in Sec. The implementation of height filter is passed over because it is parallel to the low filter. The code of the client's Applet is shown as follows:
<APPLET codebase="." CODE = "Entry.class" archive="vbjorb.jar" NAME = "vLab" WIDTH = 200 HEIGHT = 100 ALIGN = middle> <param name="org.omg.CORBA.ORBClass" value="com.inprise.vbroker.
orb.ORB"> <param name="vbroker.orb.alwaysTunnel" value="true"> <param name="vbroker.orb.gatekeeper.ior" value="gatekeeper.ior"> </APPLET> As a Java Bean, "LowFilter.java" use the followed code to look up objects and invoke methods which is also showed in Sec. 5.3. Figure 6 gives the main interface of the VL, which can be accessed through Web by users. Figure 7 shows the interface of the output, which is the result of filtering experiment. The left frame gives the result of height filtering while the right shows the result of low filtering. The middle presents the original signal, which is the overlap-add of sin(4 t) and sin(20 t). 
Conclusions
The development of remote education has played an important role in current e-education. Moreover, virtual laboratory based on the Internet is the key to improving the remote education. This paper particularly discussed the architecture and implementation of the VL platform. In the architecture, the integration of Java Bean, Matlab and COM/DCOM improves the efficiency of developing the virtual laboratory. This paper also illustrates the key design and implementation technologies of the communication principle of virtual laboratory based on this architecture. In the virtual lab, Java Applet is used as client tools, which provides clients with the platform independence and safety. Matlab is also used for computing in the server, which enhances the simulation capability. The system provides designers with an effective approach to develop a virtual lab, at the same time providing users with an experimental environment without the restriction of time, place and equipment used. By using the system, the reform of the teaching experiment in higher education will be expedited, and the quality of long-distance education will also be improved. 
